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 It is worth noting that the ELM 327 interface functions as a modem between the computer and the car, allowing
communication in order to download information about the car in real time or through software updates to the vehicle. The

ELM 327 uses the Ethernet protocol on all interfaces. In this sense, the data exchange takes place through the WAN (Computer
to Car) or LAN (Car to computer). This interface is compatible with all production networks, and the main advantages of the

ELM 327 are: - High availability (more than 99.99%). - Excellent documentation, which is available online and in hard copy for
free. - Non-constant interface speed (Megabit per second) to adapt to different speeds of the car. - Device synchronization to

update the vehicle's configuration data. - Extremely robust device. - The Ethernet interface allows the connection of more than
one ELM 327. - Integration into the original equipment of the car manufacturer. The ELM 327 supports the following

protocols: - Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP), - File Transfer Protocol (FTP), - Hypertext Transfer
Protocol (HTTP), - Secure Socket Layer (SSL). The ELM 327 is the best way to download data from the car, but the device

cannot be used for transfer and, in many cases, the computer to which the device is connected does not provide suitable
interfaces. ELM Reader {#sec:elm_reader} ---------- The ELM Reader is a small, wireless device ([Figure \[fig:elm-reader-

shipped\]]{}) that allows the connection of any PC through its USB interface. It includes a small touchscreen (the actual
interface), but it is much more interesting to connect the device to a Raspberry Pi [@raspberry-pi-web-site] that has this

interface (the Raspberry Pi is a great tool to control devices) and allows you to use the device as a wireless dongle. ![Device in
the factory. The front of the device is a small screen with the interface.[]{data-label="fig:elm-reader-

shipped"}](figures/elm_reader.png){width="0.6\linewidth"} 82157476af
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